Highly skilled, well-trained, and safe workers are your most valuable asset. Protect them, your reputation, and your bottom line by ensuring that every lift of an automobile is a safe reflection of your operation!

For more than 60 years the Automotive Lift Institute has been the lift industries safety voice that shop owners, lift users and vocational training centers have come to depend on for safety materials such as the Annual Vehicle Lifting Points Guide. Now, the Guide you have come to trust is available on a searchable CD-Rom. Only ALI-Certified lifts are supported by a complete, up-to-date arsenal of on-the-job training and reference tools...tools that tangibly demonstrate your commitment to safety in today's inspection-driven, liability-sensitive environment.

Want to label your workers confident?
Insist on lifts with the genuine ALI-Certified label.

To view our Directory of Certified Automotive Lifts, contact an ALI member company, or order our current Quick Reference Guide for Vehicle Lifting Points, call 607.756.7775 or visit www.autolift.org.